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Charioteer of Life
Sarathi in Sanskrit translates to ‘Charioteer for Gods and Royalty’ in Hindu mythology. 

Sarathi, is always a male by default. He needed to be skillful, face danger and always protect his passengers in 
his chariot, both in war and in peace.

In my book I feature women of today as charioteers of life. They are the Ashtavadhanis, capable of doing 
8 different things simultaneously, balancing their responsibilities of home, profession, work, family, finance, 
children and their education, to name a few. 

They are skillful, loving, caring and boldly face their life situations. They fight through tough times and protect 
their loved ones. These women bear the brunt and burdens of life both literally and metaphorically. These women 
charioteers are the quintessential role models and heroes for generations of women to come.
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“Wind blowing in her face, wheels moving fast, my woman protagonist Sarathi (Sanskrit); a Charioteer, 
is trying to keep the horses of her life under control. 

As she stabilizes the chariot away from one dangerous precipice of life, another one looms ahead. She is 
unfazed. She is a warrior queen with a heart of gold and mind of steel. She is the light, life, and a proud 
Charioteer of humanity.

She is every woman – for yesterday, today and tomorrow!

Society celebrates her, supports her, scolds her, mocks her and drags her dignity through the mud of shame. 
But she always stands up, shaking the dust off herself, looking defiantly like a sharpened steel sword forged in 
fire, telling the world:

I am the taste of pure water and the radiance of the sun and moon.
I am the sacred word and the sound heard in air, and the courage of human beings.
I am the sweet fragrance in the earth and the radiance of fire;
I am the life in every creature and the striving of the spiritual aspirant.
I am the beginning, middle, and end of creation.

Among animals I am the lion; among birds, the eagle Garuda
I am the angel, born among the demons, and of all that measures, 
I am Time…..
 
Just remember that I am, and that I support the entire cosmos with only a fragment of my being”.

Charioteer of Life
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Yes I am talking about every woman - a Charioteer, who keeps her family anchored while the world 
is whirring around.  
 
She is a chameleon, constantly changing the colors of her roles 
 an innocent girl, young woman, a mother taking care of her children, 
 a strong woman living her life as she deems fit
 a spent woman waiting for her destiny in the afterlife. 

She is the true yogi of life, with the knowledge that it is better to perform one’s own duties imperfectly 
rather than to master the duties of another. 

By fulfilling the obligations she is born with, hopes that she never comes to grief.

Not expecting anything but continuing with her Karma, neither loving  nor hating her duty to life as though saying 

“No one who does good work will ever come to a terrible end, either here or in the world to come”.

She is me, you and every woman of the world….
 The brightness of the sun, which lights up the world, 
 the brightness of the moon and of fire – these are my glory. 
 Calmness, gentleness, silence, self-restraint, and purity: these are the disciplines of the mind.
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“In this book I adapted from the Bhagavad Gita, where hindu god Krishna the Charioteer, advises King Arjuna about life.

Just like the all pervading Krishna, the strength, serenity and stability of the charioteer woman has elevated her to the level of 
Krishna, the supreme being in Hindu mythology , the strongest navigator for every ship that crosses the sea of life.

I have showcased portraits of strong women, young and old, from around the world in their natural environments, their faces capture 
my attention, and their eyes mesmerize and haunt me to this day. Women across geographical borders, from east or west, are of 
the same essence, pillars and charioteers supporting and steering their families. Struggle is not the prerogative of the poor in the 
east, but of all women around the world.

Visually they are different but their challenges are similar, if not the same.

The expressions of these women caught spontaneously and in the moment in my photographs, force me to ponder about their life. 

Should I feel their angst? Their back-breaking burdens and hard fought myth of equality?

Or should I celebrate their success, achievements and triumphs? Are they happy, are they satisfied?

My wish is that these images evoke a sense of compassion and awareness in everyone’s heart and  hope that the world will bring 
some measure of peace, prosperity and fairness for every woman, I dedicate my work to every charioteer of this world. 

I celebrate the woman - a protagonist of life - Sarathi - a Charioteer!
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Open air weaver, Tibet
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I was filming a documentary on Women in Call Centers in India, and interviewed many highly qualified young women including this one. 
She loved coming home at lunch break and sing a lullaby to the baby, gently swinging him to sleep in the traditional cradle. A bed sheet 
tied to two hooks on the ceiling works wonders to lull a child to sleep on hot summer days. Grandma’s ways always work!

Lunch Break

©RamaTiru
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On the road to La Paz, Bolivia 

We stopped by the side of the road to enjoy the beautiful scenery and I chanced upon this young woman carrying her sibling while the mother takes a break. 
I love the baby peeping through that warm bunny ears cap.

©RamaTiru
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Ah! A tasty morsel! 

After a hard day’s work, a woman enjoying her well deserved meal in the Siam Reap market in Cambodia

©RamaTiru
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Proud, Strong Defiant and Worldly Wise

©RamaTiru
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Sibling Care 

In all my travels, I found a girl child instinctively motherly, taking care of 
the younger ones while the mother was tending to her daily chores. 

This young lady in La Paz in Bolivia was making sure her younger sister 
stayed warm on the street. 

Observe the safety pin poised in her mouth.
©RamaTiru
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Python, Soda or Snickers?
We were sightseeing on a boat in the floating village of  Cambodia. 
This young lady being an entrepreneur par excellence, was rowing around in an aluminum laundry tub with all her wares.
Dont miss her  charmimng smile to lure  tourists to get  photographed with her big pet pythono - of course for a fee!

©RamaTiru
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Bold and Beautiful 

A Police woman in Shimla, India
©RamaTiru
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Shy and Beautiful

At a weaver’s home in Varnasi, India I captured this young 
lady peeping out with a million dollar shy smile from an old 
staircase in the middle of the house. 

This photograph reminds me of a Bollywood heroine from a 
bygone era.

©RamaTiru
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Introspection

At the Virgen de Copacabana church in Bolivia, I captured 
this image of a lady who appeared to be praying or may 
be she is introspective. 

God only knows. One of my favorite photos.
©RamaTiru
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Pleasure

We were driving to Jaipur in India and about hundred feet away across the 
highway, I saw this lady smoking a hand rolled cheroot and appeared to 
enjoy every moment of it. 

We stopped the car and I ran across the road to capture this unbelievable 
moment of pleasure, smoke and her intense look. My most lucky only shot 
of the lady! 

Later on when I was editing the photos, I observed  that  she is wearing a 
man’s shirt and also has matched every piece of clothing and jewelry. 
Perhaps a strong woman of power within her family ? ©RamaTiru
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Karma Yogi 

Shimla  in India is a resort town buzzing with tourists. While they all rush to get an elevator to start their sightseeing, they totally ignore the lady who is chipping away the tiles patiently and dutifully.

©RamaTiru
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Valiant Charioteer

Amazingly true. Many women in Chennai India, charge a small fee to eke 
out a living, and collect water for others from the public water supply.

This was the first time, that I saw a worn out lady, pulling a cycle rickshaw 
up a hill, laden with water pots. 

Desolation, anger and helplessness were etched on her face.
©RamaTiru
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Feeding away my sins

Many devotees on their pilgrimage to Varanasi, take a dip in the River 
Ganges and feed the poor, to absolve themselves of all sins of the past 
and mainly to have no rebirth. 

©RamaTiru
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Washing away my sins.

These socially conscious ladies are volunteers washing devotees’ food 
bowls at the Amritsar Gurudhwara.

©RamaTiru
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Waiting for what ?

Life for these women might not have been a cake walk, fulfilling duties as a daughter, wife, mother and grandmother. 

But not having any goals left to complete, waiting endlessly for the afterlife - that is the hardest struggle of them all.

©RamaTiru
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Fish Seller

Be it in the Market of Siem Reap in Cambodia or the Fisherman’ Beach in Chennai, every morning, women take care of cleaning the freshly caught fish, selling 
them on the same day to earn money for their families.

©RamaTiru
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A  plastic re-cycler  and a vegetable vendor seem to have a break  from customers at  the Makelong Train Market on the outskirts of Bangkok

©RamaTiru
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Floating Marker of Bangkok

At one of the Floating Markets of Bangkok it was amazing to see the 
women vendors monopolizing the scene. 

They sell exotic fruits, vegetables, flowers, and souvenirs. 

They even cook and serve snacks on the boat.

It was so nice to see so many micro entrepreneurs at work! ©RamaTiru
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Hanoi Vietnam

This photograph is to illustrate that women in Vietnam, carry these heavy baskets to transport produce, poultry and street food to sell. However I did not see men 
carry so much weight and walk long distances to go anywhere. 

©RamaTiru
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Floating  Family

A mother with a crying child on her lap, is dragging her errant son and his boat with her left hand. She is clutching her oar with her right hand and 
navigating her way home. There is a python to manage too! She is an Ashtavadhani - Meaning a woman balancing eight  things at a time.

©RamaTiru
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Bearers of Burdens 

Women carrying heavy loads on their backs and heads is a common 
sight in the east, even though it is hard to see  and justify it as a way 
of life. One from Rajasthan  and the other is from Dalhousie in India. 

©RamaTiru
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Uros Village on Lake Titicaca in Peru. 

This pint size helper is bringing mom’s 
embroidery artworks for the tourists.

Mama’s Little Helper

©RamaTiru
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Life - a Charioteer’s wheel does not stop rotating

This brave charioteer of Tibet is wearing the badge of life on her face. It appears as though after a lifelong struggle, she seems to have a respite from household chores. 
As I stood watching her and her friends for a while, they were having a great gossip session, ignoring the weight of her basket. For me, the electric coils of the stoves 
behind her were symbolic reference to the wheel of life that this woman has gone through.

©RamaTiru
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Yesterday Today and Tomorrow - Trinity of Life

I was photographing people walking  around the Jharkhand Monastery in Lhasa Tibet. I was trying to photograph the young woman in the middle 
as she had an unusual beauty. Suddenly an older woman  walked in front of  me with a child. I was a bit miffed but  involuntarily clicked the camera. 
Bingo, three  generations of women in one shot!

©RamaTiru
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High or Low - We are here!

Whether you are at 10000 feet deep Colca Canyon in Peru or at 16000 feet high on Mila Pass in Tibet, women are tuned to the tourists needs. As a tourist what 
would you like to buy?  Peruvian hand knitted llama wool caps or Tibetan dried yak cheese from a cardboard carton?

©RamaTiru
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Mekalong Train Market

Outside Bangkok there is an 
active train service everyday 
through the middle of the 
Mekong Market. 

People have become experts 
at keeping their produce right 
under the train level and they 
rush to collapse the awnings 
only when the train goes 
past. 

After the train passes back to 
business! See these women 
rushing to make finer 
adjustments!

©RamaTiru
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Mother and Daughter farmers of Tibet.

This stylish looking and warmly dressed mother and daughter duo are actually farmers  near Gyantse Monastery in Tibet. They are plowing the land with an 
emaciated horse. In addition to a hard day’s work, they cook and manage  the household.

©RamaTiru
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Road to Shigatse

On the road to Shigatse in Tibet, around mid day in the blistering hot sun,
a village lady was working hard  husking rice on the roadside. 

I was busy capturing the vertical movement of the rice grain falling, a bus 
passed by, adding the horizontal movement to my image, making it a once 
in a lifetime experience. 

©RamaTiru
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Road to Jaipur

This scene does not change much in the villages of India. 

Women working hard to clean the grains by the sandy and 
dusty roadside. 

Well ladies, do you know you are holding up snooty camels 
and cars?

©RamaTiru
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In this arid landscape of western India, it is a daily routine for these village women to take their cattle, children and midday meal to greener pastures miles 
away. They come back home at dusk bearing drinking water so that they can cook for the men who also work hard on the rain dependent land. 

Time to go home and cook

©RamaTiru
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Waiting...
While her grand daughter is unpacking, this grandmother is not too happy waiting for her daughter or daughter in law’s arrival to start 
the day selling saris. The ladies she was waiting for, were walking slowly while gossiping and did not realize the situation. 
I found so many chariot wheels in many of my images. Are the wheels of this upside down cart symbolic ? 
Do the women in the family want to upset the heirarchy of the current lady charioteer ?

©RamaTiru
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Are you there?

This woman was sitting idly and snoozing at a beautifully 
decorated window in a palace in Rajasthan, India. 

I had to wait 10 minutes for her to turn. I called out various 
Indian names to get her attention. 

Finally she stood, turned around and  looked. 
©RamaTiru
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Beauty beyond age

This lady, proud of her looks, dressed in traditional garb, is happy sitting in her son’s business, selling pots to make extra money.

©RamaTiru
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Karan Weaver
 
This lady weaver belongs to the Karan tribe, referred to as “long-neck” or “giraffe” tribe, who are indigenous to the Thailand-Burma border. Traditionally Karan 
women wear brass rings around their neck to elongate it. Long neck was considered to be a sign of great beauty and wealth and that it would attract a better 
husband. Many older women who have worn it for years cannot remove them for the fear of neck collapse.

©RamaTiru
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Mother - Daughter embroiderers from Varanasi

This  young girl and her widowed mother are being supported by her late father’s family and live with them 
in Varanasi, India. In their hard times, these ladies try to support themselves by doing intricate embroidery 
work on party saris on commission.

©RamaTiru
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Construction Worker in Chennai

Traditionally young  women carry bricks, mortar and other construction 
materials  on their heads to and from construction area. 

Some builders even provide Crèches to take care of their toddlers while 
working.©RamaTiru
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Women’s role does not change!

At 18000 ft while circumnavigating the holy mountain of Kailash in the 
Himalayas, I lay spent in my  accommodation, after a long day’s walk in
high altitude.

With Mount Kailash as the backdrop, in this tent village of base camp 
two, all I could do was to lay down and keep taking picture of people
passing my doorway.

The lady sweeping her front yard was one of them. ©RamaTiru
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Burden

Even at a ripe old age, this woman who appears to be homeless, 
carries the burden of her life both metaphorically and physically.

©RamaTiru
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Daily Walk - Khajuraho, India
©RamaTiru
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Chive - a village en route to Colca Canyon in Peru

©RamaTiru
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Bless you!

My wish is that these images evoke a sense of compassion and 
awareness in everyone’s heart and hope that the world will 
bring some measure of peace, prosperity and fairness for every 
woman, who is a charioteer in this world. ©RamaTiru
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Charioteer of Life
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